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Dine like
the 1950s
Nutrition trends have evolved from decade to
decade but revisiting some old school dietary
habits can be good for your health!

Start your day with protein
A 1950s breakfast including eggs was the standard
start to a day. Consumption of protein at breakfast
has been shown to reduce ghrelin (the hormone
that triggers hunger) in the hours leading up to
lunch. Include high-quality protein sources like
eggs, cottage cheese, Greek yogurt and nut butters
in your morning meal.

Limit sugar-filled beverages
Coffee shops were a 1950s staple. Choose coffee,
tea or water over sodas, and keep it simple—avoid
flavour shots and sugar-filled toppings.

Bring the family together
The kitchen table brought the whole family together
in a 1950s home. And when families eat together
children eat more fruits and vegetables, and less
soda and fried foods. Their diets also have higher
amounts of many key nutrients like calcium, iron
and fibre.

Sources:

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/health/news/9259826/Egg-breakfast-could-help-you-lose-weight.html
https://www.franciscanhealth.org/news-and-events/news/5-reasons-why-we-should-eat-its-1950s-again
https://www.health.com/health/gallery/0,,20339151,00.html?slide=105699#105699
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Then: Calisthenics

Fitness Then
and Now

Calisthenics are rhythmic bodyweight movements
performed to increase strength and flexibility.

Now: Mobility
Mobility workouts focus on working a joint through its
full range of motion to reduce potential imbalances
and to improve performance or posture.
Toss it: Bouncing to force the stretch.
Keep it: Jumping jacks and push ups are
here to stay.

Then: Bodybuilding
Bodybuilding focused on building and sculpting
muscles to achieve symmetry.

Now: Resistance training
Resistance training focuses on increasing strength,
building muscles, and improving posture with safe
lifting technique.
Toss it: Lifting with a rounded back.
Keep it: Dumbbells, barbells and cables
help to vary your routine.

Then: Aerobics
Step aerobics meant staying on the beat to highly
choreographed cardio routines.

Now: Group fitness
Fitness classes include a mix of cardio, resistance
training and flexibility at varying intensities to keep
the heart rate up.
Toss it: No pain; no gain!
Keep it: Modify exercises to help you get
fit safely
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Screen time has doubled for adults and tripled for
teens since the late 90s. Excessive screen time
can negatively affect posture, sleep, and mood.
Set healthy boundaries to reduce screen time
with a few strategies for yourself and the family.

Screen Time
Rewind

Eat meals without
a screen

Meet up to
socialize

Meal time might seem like a great
time to catch up on news or social
media but focusing on your plate
will help you savor your food and
eat more mindfully.

An ongoing group chat can be
organized into a scheduled meet
up with friends. A lengthy email
chain could be resolved faster by
picking up the phone. Traditional
methods of communication can
save you time and be more
engaging.

Sources:

Kick it old school
Visit your local library for
cookbooks instead of searching
online for a recipe. Listen to an
audiobook while completing
household tasks. Play a board
game with the family in lieu of
a movie.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screen_time
https://interestingengineering.com/11-easy-ways-to-reduce-your-screen-time

